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Your journey
We know how important it is that our trains run as planned and on time. We continually work with
Network Rail, who maintain and improve tracks, signals and stations, and other train operators to
ensure that delays and cancellations to our services are kept to a minimum. This year has been very
challenging both for CrossCountry and the railway industry more generally, and we are continuing
to address these challenges as a priority with our partners.
As part of our Franchise Agreement with the Department for Transport, we have set targets for our
performance. These are outlined below, together with our latest results.
The Public Performance Measure (PPM) shows how many of our trains arrived at their destination
within 9 minutes 59 seconds of the advertised time. CrossCountry’s PPM Moving Annual Average
at Period 13 was 84.4%, against a target of 90.0%. At Period 13 last year, our PPM Moving Annual
Average was 87.7%.
We run over 7,000 trains each 4-week period, and record how many of those ran with fewer than
the planned number of carriages. Over the 7 periods this report covers (from September 2018 to
March 2019), this was 2.0% on average. This was 2.0% in the same period last year.
Our Cancellations and Significant Lateness (CASL) score measures how many trains were cancelled,
or were over 29 minutes late. The Moving Annual Average at Period 13 was 5.89%, against 4.94%
for the same period last year. A summary of cancellations is provided below.
		
		

2017/18 Periods 7-13
(Sept 17 – Mar 18)

n Average full cancellations per 4-week period
(caused by CrossCountry)
n Average part cancellations per 4-week period
(caused by CrossCountry)
n Average full cancellations per 4-week period
(caused by Network Rail or another train operator)
n Average part cancellations per 4-week period
(caused by Network Rail or another train operator)

2018/19 Periods 7-13
(Sept 18 – Mar 19)

75

47

80

85

74

33

133

131

With the exception of those part cancellations caused by CrossCountry there has been a reduction
in cancellations compared to the same period last year.
The period covered by this report (September 2018 to March 2019) saw a number of specific
events which impacted our train service performance. These included:
n A significant number of external related events which included signalling cable fires, incidents
of fatality and trespass and animal incursions
n Days of severe weather which resulted in speed restrictions being imposed across much of the
railway network. The effects of this also saw miscellaneous objects and vegetation encroaching
with the overhead line equipment which
resulted in line blockages and diversions.
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n Bristol Parkway: in April 2016 the Secretary of State for Transport officially opened the
new platform at this historically congested station. This was the culmination of a series
of improvements, including, platform lengthening and extensive re-signalling, resulting in
CrossCountry’s ‘right time’ performance already at its highest in three years
n Filton Bank: this area around Bristol had been reduced to just two tracks in the 1980’s, creating
a barrier to growth as demand for travel increases. Two additional tracks have been added and
a new platform added at Filton Abbey Wood. Journey times have already improved by up to 9
minutes, and further benefits are planned for the December 2019 timetable
n Derby: unnecessarily long journey times have been a regular feature for customers travelling to,
from or through this historic station. Large scale infrastructure improvements, including a new
platform, better track layouts and new signalling were undertaken during 2018, with the final
works completed in early 2019. Journeys for northbound trains to Newcastle are expected to
be approximately 20 minutes quicker.
We have just finalised our joint strategy with Network Rail which will drive performance
improvement in a number of existing and new metrics from April 2019. As part of that strategy,
CrossCountry will be undertaking a number of improvements that will have a positive impact on
the reliability of the fleet. This includes improving how we respond to customers who are taken
ill on our services and reducing the level of anti-social behaviour on-board. Some of the key
performance initiatives include:
n Relay card replacement on the Voyager fleet to reduce the number of electrical related failures
n A reduction in door related problems on the Voyager fleet through the fitment of door control
units
n On-board environment improvements through a HVAC (Heating, ventilation and circulation)
overhaul
n Ongoing delivery of the HST door modifications
n In line with Rail Delivery Group guidelines, a new ill passenger process is being briefed to front
line staff and stations which outlines the benefits of removing a passenger from the train when
it is safe and appropriate to do so
n Initiatives to mitigate anti-social behaviour which includes the ongoing deployment of badge
cameras for on-board staff and conflict management training.
Where delays are unavoidable, we will do all we can to keep you informed, and we continually
review and refine our approach to ensure we’re providing the right information at the right time.
Our customer information team is on hand 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, providing journey and
disruption information in real-time through our website and social media feeds. We also have a
JourneyCheck facility, allowing you to keep track of your trains and any issues in real time.

Your experience
We’re committed to making planning journeys and buying tickets easier. Unlike other train ticket
websites, we don’t charge you any fee for changing the dates or times of Advance tickets bought
through our website, mobile site or app, even if you’re travelling with another train company.
We welcome customers who need extra help when making their journeys, and we offer our
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JourneyCare service for this purpose. You can find out more about this service on our website or by
calling our Customer Relations team (see details in the back of this booklet). Between September
2018 and March 2019 we arranged assistance for customers on 11,572 occasions. This is a decrease
of 6% on the same period last year. This decrease is likely due to an increase in the awareness of ‘Turn
up and Go’ services at key locations. Where customers made a request by telephone, we met our
commitment by answering over 85% within 20 seconds in all six periods this report covers.
While CrossCountry doesn’t operate any stations, we have a dedicated team who work with other
train operating companies and Network Rail to ensure they provide services for customers who
require assistance, and that you receive the high standards of station facilities that you expect.

Your trains
We have delivered a number
of ambitious projects to
improve our train fleet. Other projects are underway. Key projects include:
n The ‘Turbostar’ trains, which operate the Cardiff – Nottingham and Birmingham – Leicester/
Cambridge/Stansted Airport services, went through a refresh programme during 2016/17 to
improve comfort and introduce additional seating
n We have just finished installing new LED lighting on these trains to improve the internal
environment, and a mechanical overhaul of these trains is underway
n We introduced free, improved WiFi on all trains, so you can be online on the move. Our home
page provides a range of useful customer information and a real-time information feed on any
disruption
n We are introducing automatic doors on the High Speed Train fleet, making it easier to board and
get off these trains, and to help improve punctuality. The first of the trains fitted with automatic
doors is already in service.
		
Our on-board teams are there to ensure you have a great journey with us, and we’re investing in
new tools to help them help you, particularly on occasions when there is disruption.

Your community
Our services don’t just get people from A to B, they also help support local communities to grow
and flourish. With a network from Scotland to Cornwall and Wales to East Anglia, we are proud to
be able to help communities across Britain.
We support 17 Community Rail Partnerships, to help promote the benefits of rail travel in local
communities and support initiatives bringing the railway and the places it serves closer together.
We have supported projects to rejuvenate station buildings and make them more welcoming
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environments, encouraged the setting up of small shops or coffee stands to improve the amenities,
and joined in campaigns to promote stations and lines for tourism and leisure journeys.
We also support other community-based groups, seeking to make a difference in their area or
support good causes. Our work with the UK Scouts to improve rail safety awareness amongst
young people continues to be a great success, winning a number of awards, and we continue to
support the Newcastle Rail Academy in Gateshead to promote careers in rail. Full details of these
and other activities CrossCountry and our people are involved in can be found in our Community
Impact Report which you can view on our website.
We recognise the importance of interacting with stakeholders to get views and opinions to help
shape what we do. We have a team dedicated to managing our relationships with stakeholders
across our network. This has included working with Transport Focus, Rail User Groups, MPs, Local
Enterprise Groups and regional government.
As part of Arriva we are working hard to reach ‘Destination Green’ - to reduce our use of resources
and our impact on the environment, and striving to be a truly sustainable business. This includes
initiatives to reduce the use of paper and electricity and to reduce the fuel consumption of our
train fleet. This year we have introduced recycling schemes at our various offices, collecting crisp
packets, pens and bottle tops. We are also implementing an ‘auto shutdown’ on our Voyager fleet,
to reduce idling and therefore reduce fuel usage and emissions.

were originally seeking 1,000 people to join the panel and are delighted that as of March 2019 we
have 2,200 members. We regularly get in touch with the panel to gauge opinions and feedback on a
wide range of subjects. Please visit our website for details of how to join the customer panel.
The National Rail Passenger Survey (NRPS) takes place in the spring and autumn of each year and
is undertaken by Transport Focus – the independent transport user watchdog. The most recent
survey was undertaken in autumn 2018.
We have tough targets for our NRPS scores as part of our franchise agreement with the Department
for Transport. Our results are shown below, together with our targets for the year. Our annual
performance against our NRPS targets is measured as an average of our spring and autumn results.

Trains
Group 1 Group 2

Customer Service
Group 1 Group 2

Year 2 (Apr 17-Mar 18) Target*

74.3%

70.3%

69.5%

65.5%

Year 2 (Apr 17-Mar 18) Score*

74.7%

74.4%

72.7%

63.7%

Year 3 (Apr 18-Mar 19) Target**

74.5%

70.6%

70.0%

65.7%

Year 3 (Apr 18-Mar 19) Score**

73.0%

69.6%

69.6%

61.4%

* Year 2 is an average of the spring 2017 and autumn 2017 results
** Year 3 is an average of the spring 2018 and autumn 2018 results

Group 1 covers our long-distance services, and Group 2 covers the Cardiff – Nottingham and
Birmingham – Leicester/Cambridge/Stansted Airport services.
Unfortunately the last six months has proven difficult for much of the industry, particularly
in relation to punctuality/performance. As a result we missed our targets in Year 3. We are in
the process of developing and delivering a number of initiatives to address this in line with our
Franchise Agreement.
When you contact us, we aim to resolve any query or complaint as quickly as possible, and have
targets in place for how long this takes. We’ve summarised key information regarding the number
of complaints we received, and our time to respond to those complaints in the table below.

		
		

2017/18 Periods 7-13 2018/19 Periods 7-13
(Sep 17 – Mar 18)
(Sep 18 – Mar 19)

Number of complaints received
Average number of days to respond

Your feedback

18,806
5

We always welcome your feedback, so we know what is working well and where we can do better.
Since April 2017, we have had an online research panel, ‘XChange Views’, to give you the
opportunity to get involved and have your say about what we do and what we have planned. We
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17,153
4.8

The following graph compares the volume of contacts received in the six periods from September
2018 to March 2019 and the equivalent period in the previous year, split by topic of contact.

In addition to their award winning success, the team have also been identified as ‘Industry
Leading’ by the Office of Rail and Road, and were highlighted in the 2018 Measuring Up report in
recognition for the consistently high standard of our complaints handling processes:

Contact volumes

“CrossCountry achieves a higher level of passenger satisfaction than other train
operators across a number of customer service measures including the complaints
handling process, and the outcome. We also note that CrossCountry consistently
exceeds its requirement to provide a final response to 95% of complaints received
within 20 working days”.
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We welcome your comments or suggestions regarding any aspect of this
Customer Report or your journey with CrossCountry.
You can contact us by:
E-mail:

4222

3876 3782
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customer.relations@crosscountrytrains.co.uk

Telephone: 0344 736 9123
Textphone: 0121 200 6420

2000

Post:

1000

1017

995

0
Fares, information,
security & company policy

Train Service
Performance
(i.e. punctuality)

On board facilities
(e.g. toilets, reservations)

Customer service/
Staff

We continually review our performance to identify areas for improvement and develop plans to
address any specific issues.

CrossCountry Customer Relations,
FREEPOST RRXU-HUEC-GLLY,
Cannon House,
18 The Priory Queensway,
Birmingham
B4 6BS
crosscountryuk
CrossCountrytrains

During the period this report covers, despite a significant increase in the number of contacts
by customers (an increase of more than 250% year-on-year), we have continued to meet our
commitment to respond to complaints within 10 days. We have achieved this by utilising the
support of Head Office colleagues, alongside our existing Customer Relations team.
The Customer Relations team have showcased their passion for customer service over the last
12 months, and consequently have been recognised at the UK Business Awards, UK Customer
Experience Awards and the UK Complaints Handling Awards, winning over 10 awards in the ‘Team’,
‘Transformation Project’ and the ‘Complaints Handling’ categories. Our Head of Customer Relations,
Emma Donnelly, also won Gold at all 3 events for the category of ‘Inspirational Leader of the Year’.
Entrants were required to submit a written entry and then shortlisted finalists were invited to
present to a panel of independent judges made up of business professionals from across the UK.
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